
September 30, 2014 

Meeting with BCF's in Korea after publishing of book "Korean Dream" 

First words of the book: 

“I dedicate this book to my late father Rev. Sun Myung Moon who longed for and devoted an entire life 

to the realization of the Korean dream.” 

On Sept. 28, during a tearful gathering with Blessed Families, Hyun Jin Nim met and spoke to members 

from Korea and other parts of the region for the first time in almost 2 years. Hyun Jin Nim is in Korea for 

the publishing of his book "Korean Dream" and was invited by Blessed Families to speak.  

HJN began by offering to God and True Parents the book he wrote and then gave an inspiring and 

moving talk to the gathered Blessed Families for about two hours.  

Hyun Jin Moon



 

Hyun Jin Nim’s speech poured out directly from his heart. He said that he remembered Father’s words 

to him: before God gives a big blessing to someone He sends them first to experience the bottom of hell. 

And said that a true person of faith acts with gratitude and humility even when facing the most heart 

wrenching of difficulties. Sometimes he spoke with tears, sometimes he scolded strongly, many of those 

present could not hold back the tears hearing the words that penetrated deep into their hearts. 

But the key word of the day was “hope”. 

  



 



“The content of this book and all that may result from it will protect True Father’s true legacy and the 

fruit of his work. We know from the depths of our hearts what kind of person True Father was. True 

Father is the person who planted the seed of hope for fallen humankind to be able to once again come 

back to the realm of direct dominion of God.” 

True Father engrafted the Blessed Central Families to the True Family. Hyun Jin Nim emphasized the 

need for Blessed Families to awaken to their core identity and to accomplish their given missions and to 

lead our future.  

 

This was followed by a report of the publishing of the book “Korean Dream” given by Inteck Seo, 

president of GPF Korea, finishing with Hyun Jin Nim’s sudden request for all to sing “Woori Sowon-un 

Tongil (Our hopes are for unity)”. The gathering ended with the collective promise and determination to 

make True Father’s dream become a reality. 


